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OVERVIEW

Excellent 1-bedroom junior suite to rent in a modern and
renovated building in Diagonal Mar, Barcelona.

This excellent suite consists of spacious living room and 1-bedroom and would be a
perfect fit for business professionals and couples.

This particular suite comes with 1 parking space located in the lower ground of the
building. However, there is also possibility to rent second parking space if needed for
an extra cost.

Utility bills, Wi-Fi, cleaning twice a week cleaning and weekly laundry of up to 10kg
are already all included in the price. There is a 10 % discount on additional laundry
and dry cleaning.

The property forms a part in one of the most modern buildings in Diagonal Mar,
Barcelona with amenities, such as beach club with swimming pool, gym, reception,
security, parking, meeting rooms, restaurants and much more.

The beach club as well as the swimming pool are usually open from April until
October with cocktail bar hosting one of the best bartenders and DJs.
It also come with restaurant which serves cuisine with tastes of 3Ms - Miami,
Marrakesh and Melbourne.

The building also comes with another lobby bar, restaurant and coctail bar, and also
one of the best Michelin star restaurants which hosts modern Catalan cuisine. Please
note that these are currently not fully operating due to Covid-19. When operating,
there is a 10 % discount on food and beverages and there would be a special price if
you hire conference/meeting room.

There is also an excellent gym with views over the communal terrace, which can be
reserved on the reception (free of charge).

Suite available for a minimum period of 32 days. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us for more information with regards to this unique
opportunity and or to arrange for a viewing.

Tell us the dates you are interested in so that we can make a personalized quote,
based on the dates and duration of your stay.

lucasfox.com/go/bcnr26512

Swimming pool, Private garage, Gym,
Concierge service, Lift, Natural light,
Parking, Modernist building,
Communal terrace, Views,
Transport nearby, Security, Renovated,
New build, Heating, Exterior,
Double glazing, Built-in wardrobes,
Air conditioning

Minimum Rental Period: 1 Months.

Available now!
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	Excellent 1-bedroom junior suite to rent in a modern and renovated building in Diagonal Mar, Barcelona.

